Today’s work environment is everywhere.

63% of high-growth companies have already enabled productivity anywhere workforce models.

With employees now working both in and out of the office—as well as relying on more connected devices than ever—it is critical for companies to find flexible and reliable solutions.

This new work landscape challenges companies with providing their mobile workforce with the right technology on a powerful network to remain productive and keep company data and assets secure—wherever their jobs take them.

How 5G Connected Laptops powered by T-Mobile empowers your employees

5G Connected Laptops powered by T-Mobile are designed for the way you work and allow your business to advance productivity with America’s largest and fastest 5G network. It provides the ultimate workspace portability with readily available connectivity across the nationwide T-Mobile network—which means less dependency on unsecured public Wi-Fi.

5G Connected Laptops help employees to feel confident working virtually anywhere and remain protected against unpredictable security and privacy risks.

Features that benefit your business

- Unlimited 5G and 4G LTE data on our network
- Secure, reliable connection
- Productivity filter to help optimize business performance
- Premium data allowances with speeds to maximize productivity
- Domestic roaming allowance for expanded coverage in the U.S.
- Simple Global support to keep you connected in 215+ countries

Who uses 5G Connected Laptops from T-Mobile?

**Hybrid/remote employees** who work from home or at community workspaces need dedicated bandwidth and constant connectivity to ensure productivity.

**Field technicians** who manage projects in remote and often isolated locations with limited or no Wi-Fi require reliable access to complete their jobs and maintain operational efficiency.

**Mobile workers** who spend their days in the field or at off-site locations such as in airports, on the road, or at other public spaces, require connectivity to maintain productivity where they conduct business.

**Frontline workers** who need to stay connected demand device portability and seamless connectivity when away from their assigned desks, such as while moving between buildings and various office locations.

The bottom line

Enabling a mobile workforce presents many challenges, such as risks to company productivity, security, and employee optimization. 5G Connected Laptops from T-Mobile for Business help you overcome these challenges by providing technology with fast, secure connectivity and coverage where it counts. The ubiquitous connectivity helps keep employees collaborative, available, and efficient.

For more information about how Connected Laptops can help drive your business goals forward, visit T-Mobile.com/business/solutions/5g-laptops or call 1–855–298–1351.